Adult

Paranoid

Watch Your Back

by Lisa Jackson

by Clair M. Poulson

F Jackson
Struggling with traumatic memories
of the shooting accident that ended
her brother's life 20 years earlier,
Rachael Gaston begins to doubt her
sanity when things in her home start
moving by themselves.

F Poulson
Mystery. When local radio
personality Bronson Melville is
accused of murder, the crime
appears to be one of passion.
Detective Gage Tipton soon
discovers this homicide is just one
piece in a diabolical puzzle that will
test his instincts to their limit.

Star of the North
by David John
F John
More than two decades after her
twin is kidnapped by North Korean
operatives a brilliant CIA employee
obtains information that her sister
may still be alive and undertakes a
daring mission into the heart of the
regime.

The First Mistake
by Sandie Jones
F Jones
Believing she has finally achieved
happiness in her second marriage,
children and best friendship with
the most loyal woman she has ever
known, Alice turns suspicious when
her husband and best friend start
disappearing for extended times.

City of Windows
by Robert Pobi
F Pobi
When his former partner is
murdered by an unusually skilled
sniper, a disabled former FBI agent
with an exceptional ability for
reading difficult crime scenes
struggles to outmaneuver a killer
during a historical blizzard.

Thrillers

The Night Agent
by Matthew Quirk
F Quirk
An idealistic young FBI agent is
forced to question everything and
trust no one in order to stop a
Russian mole in the White House.

Under Currents
by Nora Roberts
F Roberts
Discovering unexpected allies when
his successful father's rages spiral
out of control, Zane draws strength
and insights from the darkness of
the past to create a healthier family
in adulthood.

Heart-racing, mind-whirling,
page-turning reads

Before She Knew Him
by Peter Swanson
F Swanson
A Boston artist with bipolar disorder,
while she is in a new neighbor's
home, spots an item that once
belonged to the victim of an
unsolved murder.
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Wherever She Goes

The Perfect Wife

Before She Was Found

by Kelley Armstrong

by JP Delaney

by Heather Gudenkauf

F Armstrong
Witnessing the abduction of a child
at the park, Aubrey struggles to find
the boy and his missing mother
when the police and her neighbors
begin to question her sanity.

F Delaney
A woman miraculously restored to
health by the innovations of her tech
icon husband struggles with
fragmented memories of a past that
differs from her husband’s accounts.

The Better Sister

My Lovely Wife

F Gudenkauf
When 12-year-old Cora Landry is
found bloody and barely clinging to
life in an abandoned rail yard on the
outskirts of her small Iowa town, the
ensuing investigation finds suspects
everywhere, even among those
closest to Cora.

by Alafair Burke

by Samantha Downing

F Burke
When a prominent Manhattan
lawyer is murdered, two estranged
sisters—one the victim's widow, the
other his ex—navigate long-standing
resentments to uncover devastating
family secrets.

F Downing
A typical suburban husband reveals
the secret ways that his wife of 15
years and he keep their marriage
alive and chase away domestic
boredom by coming up with creative
ways to get away with murder.

Run Away

A Nearly Normal Family

by Harlan Coben

by M.T. Edvardsson

F Coben
Discovering their drug-addicted
daughter playing guitar in Central
Park, a desperate narrator follows
the young woman into a dark and
dangerous world of evil.

F Edvardsson
A legal thriller told in three acts
follows the trial of a 18-year-old girl
from an upstanding family who has
been implicated in the murder of a
shady businessman, testing the
limits of her father's faith and
mother's ethics.

The Never Game
by Jeffery Deaver
F Deaver
Mystery. When a woman goes
missing in Silicon Valley, her father
hires Colter Shaw to find her. Shaw
is an expert tracker who travels the
country to help locate missing
persons. But the investigation
thrusts him into the dark heart of
America's tech hub and the
cutthroat billion-dollar videogaming industry.

Into the Jungle

The Lost Man
by Jane Harper
F Harper
Two brothers meet at the remote
fence line separating their cattle
ranches in the outback. In an
isolated belt of Queensland, they are
each other’s nearest neighbor. The
third brother lies dead at their feet.

An Anonymous Girl
by Greer Hendricks
F Hendricks
Participating in a psychology study
under the mysterious Dr. Shields,
Jessica endures intense, invasive
sessions and oppressive behavioral
restrictions before she begins to lose
her grasp on reality.

by Erica Ferencik

Cemetery Road

F Ferencik
Taking a job in Bolivia to escape
foster care and group homes, Lily
apprehensively follows the man she
loves into a ruthless, life-threatening
jungle region of lawless poachers,
bullheaded missionaries and
desperate indigenous tribes.

F Iles
His father's terminal illness, his
family's struggling newspaper and a
politically charged murder trial force
a Washington journalist to return to
his small Mississippi hometown.

by Greg Iles

